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in grand theft auto: san andreas after completing a certain mission, a "copy your game data"
option will appear. this option will allow you to save your game to a memory card, which can
then be loaded into the game from any memory card. this will allow you to easily start a new
game without having to start over from the beginning. if you go to the pause menu, press l1 to
load the game, and then press l1 when the game boots up, this option will be selected. press x to
start the game without saving, however, the option will not be selected. this option has been
removed in some later versions of the game and should not be relied upon. in the game, all
weapons and vehicles are not available at the beginning of the game. they must be acquired by
playing the game, completing missions, or playing as an online character. some weapons and
vehicles can be bought in the game, including: on pc, due to the nature of the cheats requiring a
hash code rather than just simply the input itself, it may result in hash collisions, thereby making
the cheats enterable using a number of combinations, even by simply pressing the movement
keys (wasd). the * denotes the intended cheat code found on the android port of the game other
alternative cheat code combinations (such as hesoyam and aezakmi) were simply found by using
a dictionary and were later widely accepted as the prime cheat code (as cheat codes were not
explicitly given by rockstar games themselves in any guide nor the game executable contained
them). [1] on pc, due to the nature of the cheats requiring a hash code rather than simply the
input itself, it may result in hash collisions, thereby making the cheats enterable using a number
of combinations, even by simply pressing the movement keys (wasd). the * denotes the intended
cheat code found on the android port of the game other alternative cheat code combinations
(such as hesoyam and aezakmi) were simply found by using a dictionary and were later widely
accepted as the prime cheat code (as cheat codes were not explicitly given by rockstar games
themselves in any guide nor the game executable contained them). [1]
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stylistic wild west: the punishment is a western themed action game. you play as a deputy with a
unique gun that can fire bullets, missiles, or laser beams. shoot the enemies with your gun to
help your sheriff escape from the bad guys. this is my first game! this game is a part of the
series mafia. it is based on the italian mafia crime story series 'mafia' created by the italo-

american author and journalist leonardo sciascia. the game is developed by the mind agency
and is published by real time worlds. you can download this game in the google play store.

rockstar has stated that they have made cheats more challenging in later gta games.
specifically, the codes for the first san andreas and v took advantage of the ps2's thumbsticks,
allowing the player to use the right stick to move the cursor around the game map (which had

been done in the pc version of vice city before that). when the double taps cheat was added, the
"taps" cheat code was removed. double taps is a quick way to traverse the entire city (this is
done by holding the left thumbstick down and pressing the a button when you want to go in a

specific direction, letting go of the left thumbstick to pause). the first game to support cheats in
gta iii was vice city (released in 1999), which featured code input via the game's menu system

as opposed to controller inputs, which was later adopted in san andreas. this is the first game to
feature cheats, and to require the player to input a code in order to activate them. the game
features a list of cheat codes that can be input using the pause menu system, some of which

being hidden codes for enabling multiple actions, such as creating virtual money, or allowing the
player to fly using an airplane. the game features a separate cheat menu accessed by the

control l3 button, allowing the player to access cheats outside of the pause menu system. the list
of codes is displayed on the pause menu as a list of codes and codes grouped into categories.
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